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The powerful
way to go
paperless
and digitize
mobile processes

Product Overview

6 Ways Resco Inspections
Will Help Your Business
Be more in control of your team
Reach peak efficiency with clear step-by-step instructions, location monitoring,
and real-time alerts. Accelerate onboarding and training of your employees.

Execute smarter, safer, and faster
Digital forms decrease human error, ensure compliance with safety procedures, and speed up data collection.
Capture better data with tagged photos or videos, use augmented reality and AI to identify objects.

Save costs and help the environment
Digitize paper forms with an easy drag-and-drop UI. Update processes swiftly
and deploy changes immediately. Never go back to paper again.

Product Overview

6 Ways How Resco Inspections
Will Help Your Business
Become a data-driven decision-maker
Get the big picture with real-time dashboards. Easily export data for in-depth
analysis. Discover bottlenecks to optimize your workflows.

Share great results in perfect reports
Improve your customers’ satisfaction and industry standards compliance with fully
customizable reports generated on the spot.

Find peace of mind with flawless data
Collect reliable data - online and offline. Receive alerts about inconsistencies.
Never worry about data getting lost between papers or out of sync systems.
...and one more thing. Start using Resco Inspections quickly and integrate easily. Deploy within weeks with Resco Cloud or connect
to Dynamics 365, Salesforce, or other back ends.

How It Works
1

Digitize all your
paperwork with the
powerful form designer

2

Schedule tasks for teams
in the field, track progress
and time

3

Complete inspections,
fill out forms and generate
reports with the
Inspections app

4

Get real-time data, see it in
dashboards, and share the results

Resco
Inspections
For Managers

For Managers

Instant Data,
Immediate Alerts

Gain new perspective on your operations with
flawless data collection. See all results in one place,
get automated alerts on issues that matter.

Data Tools

Creating forms and
checklists becomes a matter
of miutes with a powerful
drag-and-drop editor

See data in customizable dashboards,
export to other tools
Create customizable and industry compliant reports
Get alerts about hazards and inconsistencies

Digitize Fast, Save Costs
Even Faster

Get rid of paper forever. Digitize your inspection forms,
checklists or work orders. Reduce errors and save money.

Form Designer
See real-time data synced
to visual dashboards.
Export to your favourite
data tools

Simple drag-and-drop form designer
Add any type of question
(text, number, checkbox, and many more)
Upload images, video, or audio
Custom business logic - show questions based
on previous answers

For Managers

Gain More Control
Use Resco Inspections to manage your team more efficiently.
Discover bottlenecks, deploy your staff when and where needed.

Manager Tools
Assign tasks, appointments, or inspections with
a simple drag-and-drop Schedule Board
Use scheduling rules and auto-scheduling
to easily set up your daily agenda
Access all reports in the Results viewer

25%
Enterprise Inns

Increase of
completed
inspections

Schedule appointments
and inspections with a simple
drag-and-drop interface

Resco
Inspections
For Workers

For Workers

The Most Versatile App
for Your Workforce

The Inspections app will become the go-to tool for your
staff. Make filling out forms more enjoyable and avoid
unnecessary mistakes.

Inspections app
Sync all forms to the mobile app, fill them
out on any mobile device, including wearables
Tag images to highlight issues
Plan assignments with built-in calendar,
optimize your trip with the route planner
Consult colleagues over AR video
calls to solve problems in the field
Fully functional even offline

Create
Reports
on the Spot
Generate customizable
reports in seconds from
the Inspections app. Industry
compliant, so you can file
them right away.

Report Designer
Customize entire reports
Tag photos
with comments
and questions

Include photos, highlight issues
Add digital signatures
Send as PDF to customers or supervisors from the app

For Workers

Use On Any Platform
Use Resco Inspections on Resco Cloud or integrate it with Microsoft Dynamics
365, Salesforce, or any other back end system. Deploy on phones, tables,
and next-gen like wearables and AR headsets.

Integrations
Ready-to-go cloud solution deployable in weeks
Connect to Microsoft Dynamics 365, Salesforce, or other back ends
Integration with wearables or industry-specific hardware
Export data to PowerBI or other analytics tools
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MHI Vestas Offshore Wind

Going live in just

days

Flexible And Scalable
Manufacturing

Energy

Boost your uptime and monitor
activity on the shop floor

Make your operations
& maintenance efficient and safe

Property
Maintenance

Oil & Gas
Perform inspections offline,
mitigate risks and increase safety

Complete property inspections
faster and reduce paperwork

Toyota Material Handling
Increased revenue by $350k/month with Resco technology

Read more at resco.net/casestudies
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Key Features

Form Designer
New feature: Localization
Create different langues versions of the same form

Question types

New feature: Support for DocuSign’s eSignature

Single and multiple-choice questions

Sync all forms to the mobile app and fill them out
Drag-and-drop UI
Versioning of templates
Custom styles
Custom business logic - Show questions based on
previous answers, add validations, apply conditional
styling, etc.

Text
Whole number
Decimal number
Numeric range
Date and time
Lookup
Image upload

Snippets - Quickly reuse common sections
in your forms

Checkbox

Pre-filled answers - Reuse previously collected
answers as default answers in future forms to
speed up field work

Date and time

Option set
Barcode and QR code scanning
Email
URL
HTML
Tagged image
Image Recognition

Key Features

Data Tools

Manage your workforce with
a simple user interface, assign
forms, schedule tasks

Question scoring - Assign scores to questions
based on on importance or any other criteria
and get instant alerts on inconsistencies
Time tracking - Analyze how long it takes
to complete forms and schedule tasks more efficiently
Data visualization in dashboards
Custom reports
Result Viewer - Read through filled out forms
one by one
Raw data export
Export to Power BI and
other analytics tools

See results from
all your forms
in one place with
Result Viewer

Team Control
Drag-and-drop appointment scheduling
Auto-scheduling
Custom scheduling rules
Live progress monitoring
AR video calls
Location Monitor - real-time location tracking

Inspections App
Mobile app features
New feature: Redesigned Home screen editor
New feature: Improved AR video calls
Offline mode
Calendar, contacts, accounts
Route planning
Report generation (export to PDF)
Code scanning
Digital signature
Take photos, record video and audio

Compatibility
Phones and tablets - iOS, Android, Windows
PC, Mac - All common browsers
Wearables and other third-party hardware

Integrations
MS Dynamics 365
Salesforce
API for third-party integrations

Use Resco Inspections on your
smartphone, tablet, PC,
smartwatch, or AR headset

Book a demo
or

Get in touch at:
getinspections@resco.net
resco.net/inspections

Start your free trial

Follow us:
@RescoMobileCRM

Contact us:
@RescoDevelopers

linkedin.com/company/resco-net
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